Shoe Game
This game can be played with whatever equiptment you have in your
cupboard and forever evolves with your imagination for creating
targets & obstacles.
How?
For this game your young people will need to take off their
shoes. You will also need to sit them behind a ‘throwing line’.
If your young people are in teams then you can spread your
teams around the edge of the room and have multiple
throwing lines.

Equipment:
•

Two shoes per person

•

Any equiptment you have
in your cupboard.

The aim of the game is your young people need to take turns
throwing their shoes underarm at a target in order to score
points for their team. The team / young person with the
highest number of points is the winner.

Details:

Some examples of targets:

Age - Juniors / Company

•

Sit a bucket in the middle of the room, with some skittles
around the edge of the bucket. 5 points for getting a shoe
inside the bucket, -1 point for knocking over a skittle.

•

Sit some footballs on cones - Knock a football off a cone
= 1 point

•

Draw a circle on the floor with chalk / masking tape. Any
shoe that lands fully inside the circle scores 5 points. Any
shoe which doesn’t land inside the circle loses the team a
point. You could have multiple circles with different
scores attached.

Time - 10 - 15 Minutes
Difficulty - 2/5

These are just a few simple examples of targets / obstacles you
can set up. To make the game more challenging, set up more
obstacles which lose the teams points.
Remember, you can use your young peoples’ imagination and
get them to create the targets & obstacles before playing.
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